Mopec Refrigeration Systems

Intelligently Designed From The Inside Out

**CADAVER LOCKER**
Each locker can hold up to five cadavers. The cadaver locker is manufactured in pediatric, standard and bariatric sizes. The single door modular system is compatible with Mopec rack systems, as well as telescoping or conveyor tray style storage. Locking door handles for added security are optional.

Mopec is committed to designing and manufacturing equipment and accessories to enhance your facility’s safety, flexibility and productivity. Our technical prowess stems from a commitment to quality craftsmanship and high-touch service. Mopec is recognized globally for giving clients an unrivaled experience including design, manufacturing, installation and post-sales support. The industries we serve include anatomical pathology, anatomy labs, medical examiner/morgue and necropsy.

**INDUSTRIES WE SERVE**
- Anatomical Pathology
- Necropsy
- Medical Examiner/Morgue
- Anatomy Labs

**VISIT WWW.MOPEC.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION**
**LIFTS**
We offer conveyor, pallet, low profile, hydraulic and overhead lifts.

**RACKS**
We offer cantilever, storage and mortuary racks with 3, 4 or 5 tiers.

**TRAYS**
We offer body trays in assorted sizes.

---

**AVAILABLE FOR QUICK SHIP**
Mopec morgue refrigeration units can be sized to suit your facility needs, no matter the size. Small door end opening modular systems are compatible with either telescoping or conveyor tray storage and are available for shipment within five days.

**FOR DETAILS ON MOPEC REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS,**
Call: 800.362.8491 or Visit us at: www.mopec.com

---

**COMPATIBLE ACCESSORIES WITH MOPEC REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS**

**TRANSPORT**
We offer body tray carriers, cadaver carriers and cadaver covers.

**END OPENING MODULAR SYSTEMS**

**TELESCOPING TRAY**
The most common type of refrigerator is one that contains a telescoping tray. This style is available in end opening, side opening and roll-in configurations. The telescoping tray is designed to support the cadaver and tray, even when fully extended, allowing the cadaver to be in full view from the refrigerator.

**CONVEYOR TRAY**
The conveyor tray is available in end opening and side opening configurations. In this model, the tray rolls in and out of the cooler using a conveyor roller mechanism. The roller mechanism is permanently mounted within the cooler. Only the tray is removable.

**WALK-IN**
The walk-in refrigerators / coolers system allows a larger volume of cadaver storage and is compatible with other Mopec equipment. Cadavers can be stored on individual carts, or a rack system can be constructed within the cooler for high volume storage.

**VERSATILITY**
Systems compatibility that delivers on your investment
- Self-contained refrigeration unit
- Temperature: -20˚C (-4˚F) for freezer
- 4˚C (39.3˚F) for refrigeration
- Combined high-low temperature alarm
- Chart recorder processes trend lines, can store up to seven days of cooler data
- True “hard nose design”
- Heated door jamb
- Environmentally sensitive non-HCFC foam insulation
- Custom finishes available

---

**DESIGN SUPPORT**
Mopec offers “Project Specific Management,” which provides our customers engineering support in design and layout. We assist customers with value engineering to maximize storage capacity without compromising safety.

**QUALITY CONSTRUCTION**
Refrigeration units are built with quality materials such as stainless steel, urethane foam, and cam-lock fasteners - resulting in durable products that last for many years.

**ANTIBACTERIAL COATING**
Sanisteel® coating provides antibacterial properties that offer the highest level of hygiene; inhibiting the growth of germs and eliminating bacteria.

**EFFICIENT OPERATION**
In an effort to conserve energy, lights automatically turn on and blowers shut off in select units when the door is opened.

**SUPERIOR DOOR DESIGN**
Most doors include heated jambs and open to a 180˚ angle for ease of use. Magnetic seals ensure cadaver or specimen preservation. Walk-in units offer an internal safety release for employee safety.

**INSTALLATION SUPPORT**
Experienced installation service is available for all mortuary refrigeration. Select units are available for fulfillment in as little as five days.

---

**SPECIAL FEATURES**
- Safety coating available
- Air management system
- Integrated temperature monitor and alarm

**RELIABILITY**
Durable materials and high quality manufacturing
- High-density flooring
- Environmentally sensitive non-HCFC foam insulation
- True “hard nose design”
- Heated door jamb
- Installation expertise to assure performance
- Optional redundant systems

---

**Mortuary Refrigeration Technology**
Mopec’s portfolio of refrigeration solutions range from small door modular systems to walk-in rooms. A wide variety of compatible accessories are available to optimize safety and workflow.

---

**Mopec Delivers More**

---

**COMPATIBLE ACCESSORIES WITH MOPEC REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS**

**MATCH YOUR RACKS TO YOUR ROOM**
We offer cantilever, storage and mortuary racks with 3, 4 or 5 tiers.

---

**TRANSPORT**
We offer body tray carriers, cadaver carriers and cadaver covers.

---

**LIFTS**
We offer conveyor, pallet, low profile, hydraulic and overhead lifts.

---

**CYCLOSPORINE FOAMED PANEL**
- +15% improved thermal conductivity
- +20% longer panel life

---

**For Details on Mopec Refrigeration Systems,**
Call: 800.362.8491 or Visit us at: www.mopec.com